SEARCHING INQUIRY ORDERED BY BRYAN

State Department Withholds Opinion Pending Further News From Mexico.

DIPLOMATS FEAR EFFECT

General Withdrawal of European Under Discussion—Secret Societies Consider Situation in Executive Branch.

VILLA IS DEFENDED

Briton Said to Have Attacked General With Gun Weapon.

TRIAL RECORD PUBLISHED

Wiihnia at Court-Martial day if They Had Not Been Present General Would Have Been Murdered in Office.

VILLA CITIES PRESIDENTS

Robert General Telegraphic Authentication for the President.

EUGENE PASTOR RESIGNS

Rev. P. W. McCormick Is Dismissed As Rev. of Instincts.

MEXICO PLANTS IN NUMBEKS

Villa Cannot Understand Americans Interest in Other Nationals.

ITALY ADDS TO SCHOOLS

The United States Now Have No Troops.

SOUTH TO PROFIT BY PRIMARY BILL

Measure Such as President Sayr's Would Nullify Republican Action.

CONGRESS VOTE IS BASIS

Committee's Effort to Restore Representative of Southern States

MEXICAN REBEL CHIEFTAIN, TYPICAL SQUAD OF HIS TROOPS, AND GROUP OF OPPosing SOLDIERS.